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Foreword 
 

By Stephanie Gunning 
 

 
 
 

Until each one of us has inner peace, the world itself cannot know peace. A year ago, 

I lived a day of extraordinary peacefulness. Walking through Central Park near my home, I 

felt entirely connected to the bursting green vibrancy of the stately trees, flowering lilac 

bushes, and wind-rippled grass. In my heart a message came, as if from rocks, ground, trees, 

birds, and insects around me, that quieted my mind, Peace has arrived! I wanted so much to 

run through the streets of Manhattan announcing this incredible discovery at the top of my 

lungs, yet I didn’t because it is plain to see how turbulent world events are, and how 

confused and sorrowful they make us. But I determined then, both on the spot and in my 

later reflections about my experience, to do everything in my ability to create peace. Since 

then, many opportunities have arisen. Quiet in the Eye of the Storm is one of them. 

 I met and befriended Eliana Gilad a year ago simply because a mutual friend phoned 

and told me the world might benefit from us knowing each other. “In what way?” I asked. 

But he didn’t know. It was just an intuition. Eliana, an American woman who relocated to 

Israel many years ago, was visiting New York to perform at the United Nations and do a 

series of concerts and workshops on healing music. I am an author, a book editor, and a 

publishing consultant. We met twice, for half an hour or so each time, in a pub by the 

waiting room in Penn Station as she was going to and coming back from Long Island on a 
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commuter train. Our conversations centered on how I might help her to find a publisher for 

a book she wanted to do to share good news from the Middle East. 

 A few months later in January, Eliana returned to New York and I was able to 

experience her Voices of Eden group process firsthand. It was incredibly moving. The desire 

to visit her center in the Galilee, where she lives and composes her spiritual healing music, 

grew in me and I made a decision to travel in the spring of 2006 before the weather got too 

hot. I also wanted to visit two of my dearest friends in Tel Aviv, whose daughter was born 

the preceding autumn. So I studied Hebrew and booked a flight, and in June finally found 

myself embraced by the culture of a foreign land. 

 A few days after my arrival, I was sitting drinking coffee in Eliana’s garden, when 

sun-baked lemons spontaneously began dropping off the lemon tree that’s pictured in the 

background of the cover of this book. Fresh lemons, figs, apples, pears, blackberries, 

mulberries, and flowers of every kind surround her home. It’s a delicious environment. After 

plucking ten or twelve ripe lemons from the branches and gathering some unspoiled ones 

from the ground, I made what I considered to be the sweetest, tartest, best lemonade I’ve 

ever tasted, and remarked to Eliana that I understood why she felt such peace and 

connection to the Earth living in this veritable Garden of Eden. My travels through Israel 

were like a long, deep exhalation of stress followed by a slow, abiding inhalation of joy. 

 Merely two weeks from coming home war broke out in the region. I have wept to 

see images on television of the places I can still see and smell, and feel the warmth of on my 

skin, disrupted by violence. My heart aches for every common person in the current crisis 

who wants to be productive and safe and go about a daily routine, and cannot. Years ago, I 

survived a violent assault that didn’t harm me physically, and yet stopped my life in its tracks 

for a while due to emotional trauma. War shocks the system in the same way, overwhelming 

the mind and the rest of the nervous system. It has a terrible cost. 

 With Quiet in the Eye of the Storm, Eliana Gilad is calling out to the wise inner voice of 

our divine selves to be expressed to and through us so we may begin to live more peacefully 

today, whether we confront a war or any other crisis in our lives. Her aim, as I understand it, 

is to instruct us and share with us how to draw upon a personal resource, the powerful 

essence of goodness and health that dwells at the bottom of every human being, so we may 

recognize our wholeness and survive our troubled times unscathed. Leaving behind the 

politics of who is right and who is wrong, and all the contradictions those kinds of 
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judgments bring that rattle and disturb us, she speaks from the heart to each one of us about 

a grander, simpler vision of a world in which all people, one by one, are blended in harmony. 

Her book is about love, compassion, and it is for you and me, and every likeminded person 

interested in shifting the consciousness of our world. 
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Author�s Preface 
 

 
 
 
My name is Eliana Gilad and I live in northern Israel in the Galilee, the land of milk 

and honey from the Bible, the Holy Land, a place of immense beauty and historical 

significance. As I write, it is a quarter to three in the afternoon, one week into a war between 

Israel and her neighbors. It’s a funny thing, war. On the one hand it is so sad and, on the 

other hand, living inside a conflict is connecting me to the essence of life itself. 

Yesterday I was exhausted because I hadn’t slept. Today I stayed in bed until one in 

the afternoon. I felt drunken with exhaustion and unable to rise. My appointments for the 

day have been cancelled. Everything has stopped. There is no work going on here. Two 

people phoned and I told them, “We’ll need to talk later.” It’s as if life has been suspended, 

and yet life is going on. But my work projects, and even my personal life, don’t feel as urgent 

as they once did. An inner voice has been saying, “Just rest.” And strangely there is peace in 

that. When I look around me, I recognize that the world has never seemed so quiet. 

 I don’t know who you are, dear reader. In most likelihood, we have never met 

before. If I did not write this book, perhaps our paths would never have crossed. I am 

writing so that we can connect. Experiencing a war is making me want to love more than 

anything else. You may or may not be sitting through the same war as I am, but you may be 

in pain. You may be experiencing conflict in a relationship, perhaps going through a divorce, 

a bankruptcy, problems at work, or suffering from a physical upset. We are not so different, 

you and I. Inside you those conflicts may seem like a war. 
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 The purpose of this book is to support you—and support myself—by sharing what I 

am learning about life, through this war. I don’t mean politics. I’ve never been involved in 

them—in fact, I have actively avoided politics. Although I have spent 15 years living in Israel 

and I participate in the peace movement by making music that inspires people to heal the 

rifts inside and out, I have always thought that I should take care of my own backyard first 

before I tell others how they should be living their lives. If we use what we experience “out 

there” as a metaphor for what is happening “in here,” meaning on a personal level, then we 

have a chance to make a difference for the world and ourselves. 

So here I am sitting in a war zone. Missiles and fighter planes can be heard overhead 

all day and all night. As jets roam the sky with their low bass sounds humming, in front of 

me meanwhile a blue jay flies and perches itself atop the narrow branch of the fig tree at the 

edge of the garden. On my right, I hear the high-pitched song of some other birds that sit in 

the carob tree covering the patio. Every so often the rooster in my neighbor’s yard crows out 

a loud cock-a-doodle-doo. Answering the rooster, the cuckoo bird chimes in with a familiar 

cuh… coo… cuh… coo.  

Funny. I have heard all of this before, but not with the same clarity that I do this 

afternoon. Between the roar of the fighter jets there is a silence so sweet and soft that it 

deeply touches my soul. Amazing how such diverse realities can exist simultaneously. 

Already I have discovered that if I focus upon the jet noise, my mind begins to wander in the 

direction of conflict and anxiety. My body immediately tenses up. Where did the bombs 

drop? Tension begins to swell in my lower back and arms. 

The cuckooing has just returned, along with an answer from another rooster living 

on the other side of the road. I never noticed him before! Right now, the air is completely 

still. There are no planes—only the buzz of a bee, the rooster’s proud crow and the cuckoo’s 

song. The repetitive conversation between the birds soothes my nerves. I feel it relaxing and 

nurturing me. Suddenly I think, “This is as gentle and strong as a mother’s heartbeat, 

providing confidence and comfort to her nursing baby.” 

 Since this conflict—this war among neighboring people—began, I have been asking 

myself a series of questions: “Where am I throwing missiles in my own life?” “Where is my 

own noise buzzing overhead day and night, attacking my sense of peace?” The amazing 

thing is that when I ask myself these questions and listen in earnest for an answer, I always 

learn something. When I act upon any direction I receive, I always end up feeling better. 
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 What if this war were a test, an opportunity to learn peace? I am choosing to view it 

as such. I am choosing to accept death and destruction (it doesn’t matter which side you’re 

on) as a chance to learn about life. In response to fear and hate, I choose to learn how to 

love. You can do the same. 

 I wrote that I woke up late today. What is so burning that I need to wake up at the 

crack of dawn? I live alone with my two cats, Mippies and Echo, in a bucolic vegetarian 

health village overlooking the Sea of Galilee, where I direct a healing music center and self-

realization garden. The village is empty, all room reservations at my friends’ bed-and-

breakfasts are cancelled, and we have been instructed by the authorities to stay inside of our 

homes. Aside from fighter planes and explosions in the distance, it is very quiet. 

 Today I also discovered the difference between being alone and being lonely. 

Loneliness is rooted in feeling disconnected from our true Source. We all feel it at times, 

whether single, married, child, or adult. Alone is how we each come into and leave this 

world. It seems these two experiences get mixed up a lot. 

 The first several days of this war I was hosting a guest. We enjoyed each other’s 

company and shared meaningful exchanges. Today, I feel alone. It is awesome to meet the 

true power of being alone. It is also scary. I feel vulnerable. It’s easier to keep my shields in 

place—whatever they are—than to drop my guard and be in and with this vulnerable state of 

mind and feeling. 

 But I can’t anymore. This war is teaching me that shields, in whatever shape, size, 

color, or idea, are what create war. It’s so easy to see the enemy as “out there.” It’s less easy 

to confront the enemy inside. It’s clear that no matter how extreme the situation, the power 

is always in my hands to choose how to respond. That’s the key to my peace. So I ask: 

Where in my life have my shields kept me from living in harmony with my family, my 

neighbors, my world, and myself? 

 If you, dear reader, are genuinely interested in living in peace and sharing all that is 

good, I invite you to take down your shields so we can connect. I would sincerely like to 

share the beauty of my life, my genuine self, and my peace with you. If at least one person 

reading this book would find comfort and hope in these words, then my effort will have 

been more than worth it. If you’ll allow me to connect with you, then we can both be 

blessed. That’s how it works, I am learning. 
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 By connecting with you, I am healing my loneliness and sense of separation. 

Hopefully you are healing your own sense of separation and finding peace within you 

wherever you are and whatever you are experiencing in life. 

Dear God, I acknowledge that this is your book and I ask for your divine guidance. 

Please let my pen and computer spill your words onto the paper and into the eyes and minds 

of all who read them. 
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Introduction 
 

Five Tools of Peaceful Living 
 

 
 
 

The purpose of this book is to help you prepare for the best even in the worst of all 

circumstances. A war zone could be in Bloomington, Indiana, the French countryside, or the 

South Pacific, as much as in the Middle East. I just happen to be in northern Israel at the 

present moment, where a conflict is occurring; however I learned the techniques I want to 

share with you now over the last 25 years in many different countries. Choosing right now to 

prepare for the best means choosing how to respond in the moment when things have gone 

awry. Although you cannot control what happens to you, you have every bit of control of 

how you respond, and this determines how you experience your present. The choices you 

make in the present have a direct influence on the shape of future events. 

 Make no mistake about it, your voice is important. Each voice contributes to the 

entire, wider world in which we live. 

 When people of good conscience, such as you, are confronted with images of war 

and conflict, it’s a difficult experience. You want to love and be peaceful, and you have a 

powerful need to make sense out of what you perceive. But it’s hard not to judge. After all, 

whatever you believe about who is “at fault,” you’re right. Resistance provokes resistance. 

There is some truth to every claim of injury and every side of a disagreement. To resolve 

conflicts, we all need to practice the solution. We need to begin to focus our attention in a 

new way and direction. 
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This is not a book about “magical” or “positive” thinking. The bombs may not 

immediately stop just because you or I get peaceful inside. But when enough people join us, 

and there is little resistance to peaceful living, the bombs will stop.  

If you think that your little part in our world doesn’t make a difference, it won’t. If 

you believe that you do make a difference, you will. Imagine what the world could be like if 

each person believed that their little parts made a difference and they chose to prepare for 

the best even in the worst of situations. What do you think the world would look like then? 

Everything could change for the better in the blink of an eye. 

This book is not about writing to your Congressman or government representative. 

It’s about connecting with your own power and voice of peace. When we reach the limit 

where enough people are tired enough of the same-old same-old political and military 

conflicts and they’re finally so exhausted that they’re willing to open their hearts, I believe 

things will change. As a world we’ll be exhausted enough to let go and go to the place where 

we haven’t been before: to stop judging—first of all, ourselves. 

I am one person amongst billions. I know the power of my voice. Through the 

intimate stories in this book I am sharing what I am going through during the current 

conflict because I am discovering a deeper experience of living peace. This is an opportunity 

to implement the tools I’ve been teaching for many years and practice them under extreme 

circumstances. In expecting the best outcome for peace, I am holding in mind and 

experiencing my connection with everyone. 

 Years ago, after a career in the high-tech industry and as a marketer, I left the United 

States and started over in France. I’d been a spiritual seeker for most of my life, and I finally 

made the decision to let go of my attachment to the people, places, and things that had 

defined me up to then. In France, I worked as a freelance broadcaster, and ultimately 

transitioned from that to a more unusual lifestyle of singing on the inter-city trains. 

 An inner voice called me to move to Israel in 1994 and establish a healing music 

center in the Galilee in “a green place where one also sees blue.” It took me ten years to 

locate the site of this vision, and then I met someone who guided me to the village where I 

now live overlooking the Sea of Galilee. Throughout the years, I had continued my practice 

of “letting go” and trusting my spiritual guidance to show me what to do. 

 The five tools of peaceful living that are described in Quiet in the Eye of the Storm—

silence, the heartbeat, a single long note, melody, and rhythm—come right out of the Voices 
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of Eden musical approach I’ve developed and teach around the world. These blend ancient, 

sacred technology going back as far as the earliest Goddess-worshipping people with Eastern 

and Western musical elements continuously used from then until the present day. We’ve 

studied them in medical research settings and they’re proven to reduce stress, help you sleep 

better, and to improve focus. As you read through the book, I hope you experience these 

benefits firsthand and are more able to handle any confusion and pain that you face. 
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1 
 

Silence� Focus 
 

 
 
 

In response to the fear I have felt with bombs going off around me, and the row of 

many sleepless nights I’ve had, before going to bed tonight I decide to sit to meditate and 

thank the Divine for everything I am receiving. I want to accept whatever is present in the 

now moment, no matter what it is, and even though I don’t necessarily understand why it is 

happening. I want to accept the bombs, the fear, the isolation, the sadness, the pain, and the 

loss of income, disrupted plans, confusion, and judgments. I also want to acknowledge the 

powerful good I receive: the women who have been meeting at lunch every day in my 

community to support each other through this crisis, the village officials who decided to 

keep our pool open so we could swim and play despite the government’s edict to close the 

pool down and stay in shelter, and my family and friends from around the world—some 

from the Palestinian territories, the Sudan, and other Arab League countries—who contact 

me daily with emails and phone calls to express their love and concern. War creates a 

tremendous stress in the body because there is such fear of losing the body. We are so 

identified with our bodies, and yet we are so much more than our bodies. This is why I 

believe it is important to focus on the goodness, to focus silently on Spirit.  

It is mid-July, in the heat of summer. I am sitting before the altar in my birthday suit. 

The folds of my tummy stack themselves neatly like a laughing Buddha statue. “See how 

much weight you have gained!” the silent voice of criticism roars, taking my mind off the 
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war by causing me discomfort, but preventing me from appreciating the Divine Spirit. 

“Look for the compassion,” chimes in a more accepting voice of reason. Automatically I 

begin to search for the root causes of my weight gain. Stress of war is one of them; self-

protective habits another. Instead of criticizing my imperfection, I decide to practice 

compassion for my vulnerability. Isn’t it ridiculous how the mind so easily strays to self-

centered concerns even when confronting life and death circumstances? 

 Suddenly my eyes focus upon the words Love Box, which are painted on the side of 

the box I use as the base for my altar. This was a gift I bought for my former fiancé and me 

to store our heartfelt notes in so we could read them and receive courage during the trials of 

our future marriage. After our breakup three years ago I decided to transform it into a 

universal love box. Now I sit in silence and meditate upon those words. 

 “The Love Box is my body,” speaks the inner voice of compassion. As I look with 

compassion upon my body, I notice how little empathy I truly have for it. With so much 

focus in my life upon developing the spiritual, I have left little time for developing a loving, 

nurturing relationship with my body. This, in addition to the unearthed wounds of 

childhood, makes for a lethally painful combination. Remembering my different reactions to 

focusing upon the sounds of the fighter planes and the birds singing in my garden, I decide 

to practice focusing on silence as a means of connecting to the Source of my body as my 

authentic identity. Later on, in bed, I continue this practice of silent focus, as it brings me to 

a deeper state of peace and tranquility. This discovery is what made me get out of bed to 

write these words, even though it is now 3:30 in the morning. 

 As a composer and teacher of healing music, I am powerfully aware of the silence 

that needs to be acknowledged before we express ourselves, whether through song, thought, 

speaking, or any other form. Nothing can come out of the mouth that hasn’t already been 

heard inside. During my workshops, when we are about to sing as a group, the first thing we 

do before we open our mouths is to take time to focus upon silence, and to hear inside of 

ourselves the note that will come out. It is amazingly beautiful to hear the harmony that 

ensues when each person in a group of singers uses his or her natural voice. Each is different 

and yet together they form a unified whole. 

 If I am not focused, or pinpointed, how can I expect to hear myself? If I am not 

truly listening to myself how can I expect anyone else to listen to me? How can you? 
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Sometimes when we endeavor to enter into true silence, we meet up with brick walls. 

Menacing signs are posted: “Do not go any further.” “You are forbidden to enter.” 

Paradoxically, when we meet a brick wall without wanting to change it or break it down, 

without resisting, we suddenly find the magnetic pull of the silence that pervades everything 

and exists between our thoughts, directing us back to the soul, the Source of our true and 

natural voices. Although the wall is still there, from the perspective of being connected to 

the silence, its destructive power is greatly diminished. 

When a group enters a place of silence and focus together, it facilitates their ability to 

communicate. This is the foundation of true harmony, a state in which every voice is heard 

individually, as well as in a unified whole. Energetically, the sense is of cohesion. Like a 

mother and father living together peacefully, who give their child a sense of comfort, 

confidence, safety, and well-being, so the unified voice that is founded in silence provides 

any listener outside it with a sense of safety. The magnetic power of focus enables the 

listener to connect with his or her own silence. This in turn supports the group and 

individuals within it. A circular flow of constructive energy is established. 

 When we quiet ourselves, we hear the roar of silence like a thundering waterfall that 

flows into a still pool. Drenched in those waters, we are cleansed of the muddy debris of our 

noisy insecurities and anxious thoughts, and find ourselves floating in a state of divine 

connection. Peace, true peace, is created one person at a time. 

 Listening is a very important tool for relieving stress, liberating us from inner and 

outer conflict, and achieving inner peace. In deep listening, we meet all kinds of sounds and 

feelings, both flowing and blocked. When we listen, it gives us a chance to meet ourselves. 

We are not used to this in our daily lives.  

 Modern daily life is full of conflict. So much is packed into one day that our impulses 

to do different things are even at war with one another. Perhaps we have competing 

deadlines on different projects, or we have to place the needs of our children above our 

desire to meet a friend for coffee or a movie. Ironically, a frequent comment I hear among 

people I meet is that since this conflict began it’s as if they’re having the vacation they’ve 

been longing for, despite the human tragedy that disturbs them. Even if we do find a 

moment to stop the activity of our normal daily routines, because of noise in our heads, we 

usually stop focusing to quiet the noise. It’s a paradox because ignoring noise isn’t really the 
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same as being quiet. It is running away from noise. It occurs to me that war could be the 

extreme expression of this human disconnection from silence. 

 From silence, everything else comes. 

 How do we make peace within ourselves? If we will stop and meet whatever is there, 

right in front of our noses, our eyes, and our ears, we will widen our scope and find more 

room to express ourselves freely. It can be incredibly painful to acknowledge and accept our 

inner warfare and this, I believe, is why we avoid it like the plague. We often speak as if we 

want peace but we live war, one way or another. It’s much easier to blame others and outside 

situations for our discomfort. Yet neglecting our inner conflict and turbulence is an 

expensive luxury that I don’t believe is worth the price. 

 In the Hebrew language, the word for “silence,” Sheket, is spelled Shin (ש), Kaf (ק), 

and Tet (ט). If we parse the spiritual meaning of the word, it breaks down as follows: Shin, 

the first letter, represents the divine masculine: the yang, or physical, manifestation of Spirit. 

Kaf, the second letter, and Tet, the third letter, together spell Kat, meaning “small.” In other 

words, Sheket means: Quiet equals a small piece of the Divine. 

 Inner qualities of silence allow us to experience our individual and collective divinity. 

If you would like to explore this principle for yourself, try this activity. Next time you are 

about to make a telephone call, before picking up the receiver to dial the number, stop for a 

moment to focus on why you are calling. What do you want to communicate? What do you 

want to achieve from the call? 

 Listen for the answers. If you feel inner static, perhaps it is better to release your 

tension before making the call. Dial the number when your body and mind are clearer. Your 

voice and subsequent communication will be as well.  

Since the war began, I’ve been speaking less with people and taking more time to 

connect with myself so that when I do have a conversation the communication will be clear. 

I talk less, however the quality of my conversations seems to have improved. 
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Heartbeat� Life Force 

 
 
 

Last night was the wedding of Mohammad�s son Kamal, in the Arab village of 

Maghar situated approximately ten minutes from my house. Their family is Druze, a creed 

that blends Islamic monotheism with Greek philosophy and Hindu influences, and whose 

symbol is a five-pointed star. A Druze wedding can last several days. This was to be the 

bride’s party, with only women in attendance except for the groom and his best man. A big 

meal will be held in a few days, when Nada, the bride, goes to her new home with Kamal. 

Although the war is going on, plans continued as usual. A few days ago, I asked my friend 

Mohammad if they were thinking of postponing the wedding. “It is a once-in-a-lifetime 

event,” he replied. “We have planned it for so long. We don’t want to cancel it now.” The 

majority of guests are from the same village of Maghar; so there was no major issue of 

concern regarding traveling distances and putting them at risk of falling missiles. 

I really wanted to attend, sensing that the change of environment would do me good, 

but I didn’t feel comfortable getting into my car or driving the road alone. My neighbor 

Shiraz was invited, but she had left for Tel Aviv in the center of the country for some R&R 

from the northern missiles. So she wasn’t an option as a companion. Moment by moment, I 

checked my inner compass, “Should I go or not go?” I called another neighbor, Hava, who, 

never having been to a Druze wedding, happily agreed to go out for the night. (Mohammed 

had told me I could bring guests.) At the last minute, Shiraz’s mother Aviva decided to join 

the two of us as well. I took a shower and anointed myself with oil, sensing that something 

important would occur at the party. 
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When we arrive at Mohammad’s house, we find about one hundred women sitting 

on plastic chairs arranged in a circular fashion. The young children are dressed in scantily fit 

clothes, belly buttons protruding. Their grandmothers wear traditional black dresses with 

white kerchiefs over their heads or draped around their shoulders. The groom’s family, aside 

from his mother, stands out because they have on glittery, form fitting clothes and wear 

heavy eye makeup, punctuated with glitter. For almost an hour we sit together in a circle, as 

the women and children in the groom’s family offers us trays of fruits, nuts, and eastern 

pastries in the intimate Levantine style. Those who serve us stop in front of each person and 

wait as we select what we want from the tray. There is no hurry. 

For a while, I feel oddly as though I am in a science fiction movie. For a week, I’ve 

been sequestered in my quiet village with the noise of military planes and booms of 

exploding missiles in the background. Then, within a few minutes’ drive, I am surrounded by 

a buzz of celebration that is like music to my soul. Strains of children playing, teasing each 

other in Arabic, are dancing through my ears in stereo. Their laughter makes it hard to hear 

the planes overhead. I thank God. 

We remain there for about an hour and then a big bus arrives. As if a bandleader has 

waved his wand and asked us all to rise, suddenly, in a wave of motion, within one minute, 

all the women leave the yard to board the bus. Mohammad appears from the neighboring 

yard, where the men have been sitting vigil along with his son Kamal and the best man. We 

are now on our way to the celebration hall at the entry to the village. I am given the honor of 

transporting Kamal’s mother, her sister, her niece, and my friends to the edge of town. 

At our destination we park the car. Lively Arabic music pulsates its rhythms through 

loudspeakers as we approach the front entrance. I am so happy to have overcome my 

hesitancy to get in the car. Our feet hit the sidewalk, dancing to the energetic beat. Nada and 

her entourage are waiting for us on a flat terrace made of concrete that sort of looks like a 

basketball court, but three or four times the size. We gather outside on a hilly incline. The 

women begin clapping a simple repetitive rhythm. Each one takes turns blessing Kamal with 

a simple song or tribute. Once everyone has arrived, we enter the terrace as a group, 

following Kamal and Awatuf, his mother, who has brought a beautifully adorned plate of 

henna as an offering to the celebration. Nada sits on top of a dais, dressed like Barbie in a 

black taffeta gown, with hoops that would have made Scarlet O’Hara blush. 
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Kamal brings Nada down into the circle and we all begin to dance. The couple is in 

the middle along with the women of his family, who lead the rest of us in clapping the 

simple repetitive rhythm. The overlying music has changed, but the rhythm we are clapping 

never wavers. I recognize it as the ostinato, the heartbeat I use in my own Voices of Eden 

concerts and teaching. A television camera whooshes above us on an extended arm, as a big 

screen televises the event live to the people in the audience. Hollywood. It is surreal. The 

circle continues. Clap, step, clap, step, clap, step, clap step . . . It is calming and meditative, 

even though the music is lively and the beat ecstatic. I break into tears, awed by the events of 

this week, my stress being broken by the repetitive beat. 

I notice that Kamal’s sisters are crying as well. Are they crying for the same reasons 

as I? It doesn’t really matter. It is a magical moment to experience the pulse of life in the 

middle of war. What if they would have cancelled the event? I wonder to myself. It would give 

victory to destruction. Is their celebration less important than the war? Should we give terror 

more attention than love? I thank God while watching Kamal and Nada in their innocent 

embrace: May their connection grow and the poignancy of their wedding date help them to 

strengthen their love in times of inevitable conflict. 

The ostinato serves as a metronomic mantra. Imagine a mother suckling her young 

child. The child hears the mother’s heartbeat, which provides it with a grounded sense of 

safety and confidence. The child has been able to hear this repetitive beat since the age of 16 

weeks in utero when the ears develop. Ears are the first sensory organs that we have. Sound 

must always be carried by a conduit. Inside the womb that conduit is water, which is four 

times more conductive a medium than air. 

Intervals of five appear frequently in Mediterranean and Eastern music. Five is also a 

divine number associated throughout history with the Divine Mother, meaning the feminine 

aspect of God. Combining the first and the fifth note of any scale with ostinato—the 

musical term for a repetitive, circular rhythm of an accented and an unaccented beat—

produces a powerful impact on the listener. Similar to yogic meditation, the repetitive 

chanting overlaying the ostinato serves to connect us with our deeper inner consciousness. 

Ostinato for centuries has been used to provide a sense of safety and security. It is a 

basic element of healing music and you can use it to ground yourself in any situation. Ohla, a 

Druze student of mine who directs a Jewish-Arab nursery school in the Galilee, told me how 

she used ostinato recently to gain the attention of the children in her class who were restless 
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and unwilling to pay attention to what she had to say. “I had exhausted all the tools in my 

bag of tricks,” she said. “Then I remembered ostinato. I just stood there and softly began 

tapping my chest and thigh . . . doum, tak, doum, tak . . . doum, tak, doum, tak, like a 

heartbeat. Soon the children stopped their commotion and joined in clapping the beat, too. 

It was a magical moment.” 

In Hebrew, the word circle, Ma’agal, is spelled: Mem (מ), Ayin  (ע), Gimel (ג), Lamed  

 .In divining the spiritual essence of the word, there are many different angles to consider .(ל)

Mem is the nurturing mother sound, and it means “from within.” The rest of the word, Agl, 

gives one the sense of roundness because the word for “round” is  Ayin (ע),  (gimel (ג),  Vav  

 These three letters also form the root of the word “baby carriage,” Agalah .(ל) Lamed ,(ו)

(�), where we might rock a baby to sleep. Broken down further, Ayin means “eye” or “to 

see.” Gal  (גל) means “wave.” Put all the elements together and we understand that the 

power of a circle comes from within, as we see the wave or repetitive pattern in all of 

existence. 

Next time you are feeling anxious, try an experiment. Lightly tap yourself on your 

body in a heartbeat rhythm. Tap on your chest to create a grounded bass sound, and tap on 

your knee, your arms, or your thigh to create a higher pitched sound. Once you find a simple 

pattern that is comfortable to you, repeat it over and over. But instead of repeating it 

automatically, use each repetition of the rhythm to connect with yourself on a deeper level 

until you reach a space of the calm still quiet within. 
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A Single Long Note� Safety 

 
 
 

It is four in the afternoon. My heart is racing. Fifteen minutes ago a huge BOOM 

exploded north of my ears, shaking loose my heart and, with another crash, pushing it into 

my belly. 

 Have you ever worn your heart in your stomach? I’m talking about the kind of 

experience where your guts are tied up in knots, and your breath has quickened? Your 

inhalations and exhalations are like those of someone gearing up to fight like a matador or 

flee at the speed of lightning. 

 What do I do now? Fight or flee? Neither. I choose to sit and focus. Clear thinking, 

deep questioning, and honest listening are necessary for me to respond in the best way for 

my safety and well-being. My instincts tell me to call the village secretary to find out where 

the bombs dropped and if I’m in any immediate danger. She tells me to sit in an inner room, 

away from the windows and not to leave the house. 

 I run to the bedroom, grab the base of my love box altar into my arms, quickly move 

it into the hallway, sit in front of it, and contemplate, “What now?” 

 I hear myself humming a long single note of “Mmmmmmmmmmm,” focused into 

the scared part of my belly. One breath sustains one note. I continue this practice, 

sometimes out loud, sometimes silently. Although inside I am hearing a sound of OH, what 

is audibly coming out of my mouth is “Mmmmmmmm.”  
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After a few minutes I calm down. Amazing, the healing sound is passing the litmus test of 

war, I observe. My tummy relaxes a bit. My humming reminds me of the four-speed fan that 

I kept running throughout the first nights of the war. The low-pitched whirling note 

drowned out the higher buzzing drone of the fighter planes overhead. 

 I’m scared. In the face of my fear, I am consciously choosing LOVE. 

“What does that mean?” you may ask. To me, right now, it means, having faith that I 

am OK and that I will be guided to take the right actions and do what is good for my well-

being. It means that when my mom calls, as I sit here writing this and freaking out, I choose 

to continue the healing humming sound inside of me, so that my fear will not be passed on 

to her. It must be hard being a mother on the other side of the world when your daughter is 

sitting in the middle of a war. It’s hard for me, too. 

I can imagine my mother’s voice, “I just want you to be safe.” I am so grateful for 

our daily phone visits during this crisis. I want security too, with all my heart. It’s obvious 

with all this craziness that my mom and other human beings cannot protect me. I have to 

seek my shelter elsewhere. With all the courage and strength I can muster up, I am choosing 

to place my safety in the hands of the Divine Mother, the feminine aspect of the Spirit. 

Dear reader, maybe you think I am wacky by responding this way—unrealistic, 

impractical. I am hoping just the opposite. From what we see, putting our faith in human 

beings may not be practical. The most practical thing to do is put your faith in the Divine. 

The lack of faith may be part of what is creating this situation. If we were connected to our 

common Source we would see the other as our very own self and we would not have a need 

to harm anyone. 

I know that I am more than just this physical body of mine, but my stomach is in 

knots and it’s bringing up the fear of death. Is my attachment to my body so strong that I 

will not allow myself to take the plunge into the deeper waters of my very own soul? I tell 

God, “If you want me to leave this body, take me. If I need to let go of this body, OK, I am 

willing. I want what is for the highest good. But I don’t think that would be the highest 

good, because I feel as though I have something more to share.” By going to the Divine 

right now, I suddenly find that I am breathing freely. Talking to God and humming is 

enabling me to release my feelings. 

I keep concentrating on my breaths—one at a time, circular breaths. This calms me 

and makes me feel secure. 
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What also makes me feel most good right now is to reach out to you, dear reader. 

Next time you are really scared, feel like the rug is being pulled from under your feet . . . stop 

for a moment and BREATHE. Hum to yourself, as I am right now.  

Something incredible is happening. As I hum one single long sound for each breath, 

I feel as if a 3-D surround-sound vibratory system is entering each and every one of my cells, 

connecting me to the entire cosmos and enabling me to see the larger picture of this all. 

The reason why it is not my time to go is that it’s important for me to share my 

message with you, because you’re not going to see this on commercial television. You’re 

being flooded with images of the worst outcomes of war: destruction and pain, dislocated 

families on both sides of the border, sorrow and suffering on a massive scale. How could 

you process so much information—the war of images—and the feelings it stirs up in you 

when these images are being broadcast so swiftly and repeatedly? Compassion for our fellow 

human beings is such a natural and beautiful response, and yet you must also show yourself 

compassion by creating the space in your life to be quiet in the eye of the storm and find 

your calm. 

Frankly, I was more frightened than I am now when I was in an earthquake in San 

Francisco in 1989 when the Bay Bridge came down. I consider this a miracle because I was 

supposed to be on that bridge. I was on a one-day business trip and getting ready to leave 

the office to visit my friend who had just given birth to a baby boy, when the telephone 

rang, and it was a colleague of mine, so I took the call. On the 13th floor of an office 

building that was swaying and with glass falling out the windows, I saw my life flash before 

my eyes. I expected to leave my body.  

This is different. Even though I am sitting here now scared to death, I am 

experiencing moments of peace between the anxious thoughts. 

War has so many dimensions to it, and many people are learning peace through it, 

which is a dimension that isn’t shown by the broadcast media. So will you stay at the level of 

wishing for peace when you see this stuff? Or would you be willing to actually have it? If you 

are really willing to have it, then please receive what you are reading right now, because it is 

happening at the same moment that the bombs are dropping. 

Some people relate to bees as the source of sweet honey. For them, the image of a 

bee conjures up health and positive feelings. For others, the idea of a bee stirs up fear of 
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being stung. What is sweet for one person can be seen as a sour by another. We all perceive 

reality in different ways and at different levels. 

The biblical figure Devorah, whose name literally means “bee,” was descended from 

a lineage of matriarchal healers going back 10,000 years earlier to the ancient Mediterranean 

Goddess cultures that used honey as a medicinal elixir and listened to the sound of bees 

buzzing to focus their consciousness inward. As we examine the meaning of this name 

further, as is practiced in Kabbalah, the ancient Hebrew mystical practice, we find Devorah  

  .to have a deep spiritual significance (דברוה)

In Aramaic, which is the foundational precursor language of Hebrew, the first letter, 

Dalet (ד), means “of” or “from.” Bet (ב) and Resh (ר) together form the word “wild,” as in 

“wild nature,” meaning something in its most natural state. In speaking Hebrew, we say 

“wild honey” when we are referring to honey made from wildflowers. Vav (ו), the sixth letter 

of the Hebrew alphabet, means “and.” Heh (ה) is the letter that kabbalistically signifies the 

feminine form of the Divine. 

Putting the sense together, we come to understand Devorah, the prophetess, as 

being one who comes from nature and represents the Divine feminine. If we look at her 

from another angle, we can perceive even more deeply the significance of using bees and 

buzzing as imagery that represents the Divine. 

The three root letters comprising the name Devorah (Dalet, Bet, Resh), are also the 

root letters for the word “word” or “thing,” in the sense of material matter. This is 

interesting when we consider that every ancient spiritual tradition, as well as modern science, 

instructs us that all matter is vibratory in its essence. So bees and buzzing have a link to the 

vibratory essence of words and things, the sounds of being. At a deeper level, the name 

Devorah connotes, the “Divine Word,” the first manifestation of the ethereal into the 

material that is understood in Hinduism to be the universal sound AUM, and which the 

Bible tells us initiated God’s creation. “In the beginning was the Word.” 

Lastly, if we reverse the order of the root letters, as is frequently done in the practice 

of Kabbalah to divine deeper meaning, we arrive at a new root (Resh, Bet, Dalet), which in 

one of its conjugations means “to praise.” It also refers to a level of consciousness that is of 

a high, buzzing vibration. Think about it . . . If we are buzzing, or humming with vibration, 

we are actually expressing the word of God. 
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So, the next time you are faced with the buzz of worry or a tied up knot in your 

stomach from a surprise attack of disappointment or conflict, you can choose to stop for a 

moment and explore literally changing your vibration. Try moving your focus into the tight 

area in your belly or wherever else you are feeling tension in your body. With your lips 

closed, relax your jaw and rest your upper molars upon your lower molars. Gently begin to 

hum, “Mmmmmmmmmmm,” and focus the sound to where you are feeling tight.  

Allow yourself to feel a slight buzzing sensation in your head cavity and between 

your closed teeth. If your teeth are clenched, then focus the sound into your jaw muscles in 

order to relax them. It should feel good. 

Repeat your humming sound several times and allow whatever occurs to occur. You 

may notice different emotions rising or even more tension. Remember that you don’t need 

to change anything. Simply put your attention on the flow rather than the blockage. 

Afterwards go back to the place that originally was tense and see how it feels. You’ll most 

likely experience greater ease and calm. 
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Simple Melody� Harmony 
 

 
 
 

I have spent the last two hours searching the Internet for emotionally packed 

comments regarding the war. I have been looking for hate messages from both sides: Israel 

and Lebanon. It seemed like a good idea to start this chapter with extreme sentences that 

would stir you up, dear reader, in order to demonstrate the power of words upon our 

psyches. Funny enough, I have not been successful in locating them. Being on a tight 

deadline, I must move on. My failure to find what I was looking for is a sign to me that using 

these images would not be the best way to communicate my experience with melody. Also, it 

was an absurd idea. Because this book is about living peacefully in the midst of war, it would 

be manipulative of me to put hate into the middle of it. My intent is the opposite. I’m 

laughing at myself and at the sad irony of the whole ridiculous process. 

Never have I felt the power of music as I did in the aftermath of the bombs 

dropping at the entrance to my village. As I sat by the radio listening to a station based in 

Northern Israel, hoping to get information on exactly where the bombs came down in my 

immediate area, the first few notes of an Arabic song poured forth from the station. I felt 

confused. My ears perked up as I recognized the famous Lebanese singer Fairuz singing 

“Habbaitak Bissayf” (I Loved You in Summer). This sentimental song about lost love was 

one of my favorite songs back in my university days. Then I dreamed of visiting the famous 

Ba’albaq music festival in Lebanon. I never got there. 
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In the midst of my office, sitting on a chair doubled over from the stress in my 

stomach, I broke into song accompanying Fairuz . . . strains of my broken Arabic barely in 

tune with the microtonic notes of the Eastern scale. In their musical tradition, intervals 

between whole notes can be subdivided into between nine and thirteen smaller intervals, 

whereas in the West we divide notes by twos. 

Why are they playing this song on the Israeli radio? I wondered, it being music from 

the center of Katyusha-land? The irony of it was too much. I wish I’d had a video camera to 

film me singing. I must have looked ridiculous, doubled over, hands spread out wide over 

my head, and singing dramatically at the top of my lungs—melodramatically! 

“Habbaitak bissayf, habbaitak fisheety . . . ,” I sang. Then I laughed out loud as I 

noticed the knot in my stomach completely melt. 

It is said that a tongue can sometimes kill faster than a bullet. Words are sound bytes 

infused with conscious intent. Connected behind the word is the reverberation of sound, 

which acts as the foundation of the cognitive thought. The reason melody is such an 

important element of a song is that it provides increased power and impact to the text. 

The birth of child is one of the most miraculous events that human beings can 

witness. The first cry reflects the creation of the Universe from the original sound. How 

wondrous is the melodic imprint of the newborn’s individual song crying out to the world: 

“Here I am!” Isn’t it interesting that this sound an innocent baby makes is a dissonant 

wailing? It’s not a politely formatted melody. It’s a surge of authenticity.  

Celebration is often mixed with sadness. True harmony contains many colors and 

contrasting voices. Dissonance and cacophony play an important role in peaceful living, 

alongside the quieter aspects of our existence. Our world is literally made up of a mixture of 

opposites: light/dark, feminine/masculine, big/small, pleasure/pain, slavery/freedom, 

plus/minus . . . You get the picture. We could go on forever. 

In our world, the melody is that which lies just underneath the pairs of opposites. 

For me, this is where true harmony plays its tune. Singing is our first form of expression. 

Babies hum and repeat the sounds they hear. Although it takes approximately two years for 

the cognitive process of speech to occur, in the meantime they can communicate with 

people using musical sound. Parents have little difficulty understanding the meaning of their 

baby’s vocabulary of gurgles, sighs, and cries. Babies have melody without lyrics. 
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The healing music that I composed for a medical research project at Meir Hospital in 

Israel was intentionally wordless. My objective was for everyone there to be able to connect 

to the source of its healing power. Language utilizes the intellect. I wanted to bypass it. In 

addition, the hospital serves a diverse population including both native Jewish and Arab 

Israelis, and Russian and Ethiopian immigrants, among others, people who understand many 

different languages. If I were to use language, there would always be someone left out.  

My intent is to communicate the healing power of the Source of music, meaning 

Spirit or energy. My only goal is to be of service to the music and act as its instrument. I 

believe that one of the major points in this game of life is to discover what our role is and 

consciously play it with gusto. Those who dip into the deeper waters of life, wading through 

the murky parts and dissonant mud that inevitably accompanies the process, discover their 

authenticity and express it in a variety of creative ways.  

You know who you are. You are the ones who enliven your spirit and ours. You are 

the ones who inspire the fearful and remind us of the possibilities of good in life. Your 

numbers may be small in proportion to the cacophony of the faithful fearful herd, but they 

know your song by the ray of hope that it sings to their hearts.  

I am eternally grateful for the powerful gift that my friend Susan gave me sixteen 

years ago in Los Angeles, as I was searching for my place in the world and contemplating 

jumping off a high-dive into the unknown waters of living overseas. She said, “I’m going to 

share a secret with you. It’s the difference between those who succeed and those who fail in 

life. Both groups have problems, get scared, and invariably contend with multiple obstacles. 

The successful ones meet their fears head on and move forward anyway.” She knew what 

she was talking about. That conversation has chaperoned me through the ups and downs of 

living overseas in peace and wartime, and I am happy to pass it on. 

 In Hebrew, the word for “singing” is Shirah (שירה). In order to understand its 

underlying meaning, let’s take a more intimate look at the spiritual construction. Shin (ש), as 

in Shaddai—one of the multiple names of God in Judaism—is a masculine form of the 

Divine. The verb whose root is the three letters Yod (י), Resh (ר), Heh (ה) means “to teach,” 

“to show,” or “to direct.” Put together we get: The Divine will guide the way. In our own 

lives, our songs are the way we communicate and connect and guide one another. 

Prayer is a spiritual form of song that connects us with our inner direction. It doesn’t 

need words, because the true language of prayer comes from the heart. In Judaism prayer is 
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sung. Singing can be done with or without words. Likewise, a mother may hum to her child. 

Such a song and its melody come before words. Even when lyrics are added to a lullaby, 

babies identify their mothers’ voices by the textural up and down singsong pattern they use, 

rather than by understanding the words. Research shows that a mother’s caring is 

communicated through her tone of voice. It’s how she teaches love. 

 Whom do you blame for this war? You don’t know? Go ahead, choose someone: 

Israel, Lebanon, the United States, George Bush . . . Pick your poison. 

Now go ahead and speak your anger out loud.  

How do you feel? You may notice tension in your jaw, anger tightening your tummy. 

Again allow yourself to voice your angry feelings aloud. Are your upset about the 

killing of innocent children? People being displaced from their homes? Feeling fear and 

instability? People being dehumanized? Something else? Go ahead, dare to acknowledge it 

inside, and then vocally express it. Forget about political correctness and politeness, and 

allow yourself to acknowledge your true feelings. 

Next, see if you can drop the sense of blame and just feel the pain of the injustice. 

Just accept it. Let it hurt. Perhaps you will feel numb. Perhaps you will feel nauseous. 

Perhaps you will cry. Would you allow yourself to go there, to that place where you have no 

solution, allowing God to hear your mournful cry? Would you allow yourself not to 

understand why things are the way they are and let the Divine guide your way? 

Once you have arrived in this place, see if you would be willing to find the root of 

that very thing that displeases you, inside of yourself . . . without blaming yourself! 

When you are willing to find the root of your thought inside of yourself, there you 

have found the key to solving the pain you feel over this situation and, for that matter, every 

other conflict in your life. Everything is connected. To the extent that we are resistant to 

meet and embrace the dissonance within ourselves, we are forced to meet it outside of 

ourselves. From the place of willingness to meet and acknowledge the skeletons hidden in 

the closet of our psyche, we then perform a true spiritual housecleaning and are rewarded 

with true harmony on the other side. No person, place, thing, or situation can take this 

harmony from us—not even war. 
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Rhythm� Flow 
 

 
 
 

Over the last few weeks, the rhythm of my life and of those around me has changed 

dramatically, teaching all of us that sometimes there’s a bigger plan to life than ours. All 

stores, banks, supermarkets, and post offices are closed in the North. There is no work. We 

have been brought into forced vacation. Funny, I remember thinking a few months ago, 

when planning for the summer season—the busiest time of year for us here in the “vacation 

village”—that I would really like to have time off this summer in order to have space to look 

at my life, where I am going, and plan for next year at a relaxed pace. Today I am reminded 

to be careful what I ask for, as I may get it! 

 I’m currently going through a very interesting and powerful healing process that’s 

taking me on a journey with a unique rhyme and rhythm. Last month, my friend Leah told 

me about a healing process she was considering doing, where every day represents one year 

of your life—starting at birth. You use each day to re-parent yourself at a new age. The 

moment I heard her words, I knew this was something I wanted to try. My birthday is in 

August. Making peace with the wounded parts of me would be the best gift I could ever 

receive. So I made a commitment to start the very next day, two weeks before the war began. 

According to this program, today I am 25 years old. Where was I at 25? What was I 

doing back then? I ask myself. The answer is that I was married and working for a high-tech 

company selling mainframe computers to Fortune 500 companies, and feeling out of tune 
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with my authenticity. I was dancing to a rhythm of life that was unnatural for the child I had 

been. Shell-shocked by the sudden death of my father a few years earlier, I’d entered into a 

way of life that had continued to pluck a dissonant chord in my heart. I felt like a square peg 

trying to fit myself into a round hole. My priorities had become lopsided. 

Three years ago I called my ex-husband when my former fiancé suddenly broke up 

with me. I asked him for some feedback regarding my behavior with him, as it might help 

me to understand my part in creating this new breakup. He reminded me of a day we’d 

shared together at the beach, when he told me he found me to be the most beautiful woman 

in the world. He was so happy to be married to me on that day. On the other hand, he said, I 

was so distant and removed most of the time that he often felt like he couldn’t reach or 

connect with me, and that had been frustrating and felt like rejection to him. 

Today I remember our conversation because although I knew I had felt 

disconnected at that age, doing this process has enabled me to reconnect with my lost parts. 

A strange thing happened on days 13 through 19 of my healing project. Towards the evening 

on those days I caught myself having totally forgotten to check in. It’s as if those ages were 

erased from my mind and I didn’t exist. Anesthesia. Selective blackouts. Amnesia. That I had 

even forgotten to enter into the process of attempting to remember and re-parent myself 

was a big clue for me that I was afraid. What painful memory would resurface? 

The truth is that in my mind I can remember those ages. But I have been choosing 

not to. Until now. Choosing to meet the vacuum of my selective ignorance, I am 

encountering the deep pain that was underlying the calcified covering of my self-protection. 

This vacuum is different from the space of free time created by the war. One is spacious, the 

other amorphous. Yet the synchronicity of the war with the period of my healing process 

awes me beyond belief. I am consciously choosing another way of being for my future. 

There is a perfect timing of the universe, and it has its own rhythm regardless of 

what we humans choose to believe. 

 As I meditate over my morning cup of coffee and write in my journal, the bombs 

drop in the background in an ever-increasing rhythm, while the summer breeze flows 

steadily between the branches of the carob tree on the patio below. Tears pour down the 

sides of my face because the bombs are reminding me of my part in destroying my marriage. 

Compassion seeps into the crusted scars of my deeply hidden wounds that had caused me to 
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unconsciously dehumanize and wound the man I loved. My tears trickle like healing waters 

through the cracks widening upon the surface of my soul. 

My entire life has brought me to this point. I feel grateful and strong. With the thud 

of every bomb that drops, I consciously allow it to blast open another fissure in the stone 

wall of protection surrounding my heart. I don’t care how close the bombs may seem to 

come. Let the shocking tempo of them strengthen my resolve to open my heart and love. I 

will no longer hide or pretend that my feelings and my pain do not matter. 

  As many bombs and rockets are thrown on either side of the border, as many houses 

are destroyed, as many people are displaced, as many economies are ruined, much stronger is 

my commitment and dedication to heal. Love is much more powerful than fear or hate, and 

I intend to prove it with you as my dance partner. I am the rhythm of love and compassion, 

which, like the contrasts of East and West, includes dissonance and its own unique qualities. 

Rhythm is the pulse of life. In the East, odd meters are frequently used. Given the 

preponderance of odd meters in the Mediterranean and Eastern world, where the Goddess 

formerly prevailed, that oddness must have been part of her influence. One can imagine or 

presume that there is a connection between the ancient and the traditional music of these 

areas and their spirituality, as they have survived. These meters were handed down orally and 

therefore are a part of the heart of a people, not just the intellect. Music is an 

accompaniment to the most emotional events of our live. 

What are these odd rhythms? In the Eastern approach to music, for example, the 

musical form is set by the rhythm, which is inseparable from the melody and intimately 

married to it. This form is called metro-rhythmic. In Eastern music, rhythm also frequently 

changes in the middle of a musical piece. This shift is a natural process, just as in human 

beings our natural rhythms will change as we are in the process of exercising, speaking to 

another person, thinking of certain subjects, or feeling fearful, stressed, and so on. Our 

human rhythms are anything but static. 

Eastern rhythm has what I can only describe as a circular movement. Whereas in 

Western music measures typically are even and never vary, such as in a waltz (one-two-three, 

one-two-three, one-two-three . . .), in the East music is more nuanced. If it were language, a 

sentence would be completed at the end of each measure. In the East, a phrase can take 

several measures to be completed. The language of the Eastern rhythm automatically helps 

one to become more grounded and focused in the body. It also helps to deepen the breath. 
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Just now a missile whooshed by me and landed not far from here. The whooshing 

sound blew through my heart. Let it cleanse every dirty impediment to my breathing in the 

free air of true happiness. I feel my jaw clench and my fingers tighten over this keyboard. 

Am I actually going to continue to write just a few seconds after that powerful explosive 

flew by? Yes. For me this experience is metro-rhythmic. The dissonant whoosh of the 

missile and the thud of its landing cannot be separated from the melody in my heart, which I 

am humming to myself as it relaxes my jaw. This is the rhythm of love. 

In Hebrew, the word for “rhythm” is Ketzev (קצב). If we turn these letters around, we 

get Batsek (���), which means “dough.” When we are out of the true rhythm of life, when 

the timing of things is neither straightforward, nor playing to our tune, we often give up. We 

become doughy, like couch potatoes, passively watching as our lives go by. We become 

victims of ourselves. 

How many missiles does it take to change a light bulb? None. Explosions already 

illuminate the house. 

 How many sages does it take to change a light bulb? None. They’re already 

enlightened. 

 Which experience do you choose, explosions or illumination? 

Where have you been throwing bombs in your life? Where have you been playing the 

victim? Where can you find compassion and humor just in the moment when you least have 

them and need them most? Will you allow yourself to enter the deeper rhythm underlying 

the noisy conflicts of your life? 

Please do something kind for yourself today. You deserve it. 
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Epilogue 
 

The Voices of Eden 
 

 
 

 
What would happen if each of us authentically expressed his or her natural voice? 

What if each one was heard? Together, we would form a unified whole in harmony.  

Every voice makes a difference. That includes yours. The following messages are just 

a few of the many emails I have received from around the world from readers of the 

inspirational newsletter that I send out every month. Since the war began, I stepped up the 

mailing of notices in order to provide updates and offer a sane voice amidst the craziness.   

Thank you so much to each and every person who sent his or her well wishes and 

encouragement. You have truly given me hope and encouragement during these trying times. 

Most importantly, you have provided me with a healing sense of connection, and I hope to 

thank you in person soon. 

 

Dear reader, these are the Voices of Eden. Just listen. 

 

Thank you, Eliana! I am writing to you from southern Sudan (about 100 miles south of Darfur), 

where we are attempting to end a 55-year old war and to keep another one from starting. Your music will be 

played consistently until you either send me some more or until my colleagues are driven to violence to stop me 

from playing it. Thanks so much for the soothing sounds! I am quietly attempting to identify specific types of 
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music for different types of violence and to see which is the most effective in stopping oncoming violence, and it 

seems you have advanced far in this field. 

Anonymous, Sudan (name changed for safety reasons) 

 

God bless you. Eliana. Stay safe. Best wishes, 

 Joshua Leeds, USA 

 

I feel sad about what is going on in the area at this time. How are you? I hope you are OK. I wish 

you safety. I pray for God to make better things soon. Thanks a lot. I’m looking forward to seeing you again. 

All the best,  

A. A. R., Palestine    

 

Keep shining your brilliance and your light. Your love, compassion, and passion will not go 

unnoticed. Peace, love, and hope.  

Jodi Serota, USA 

 

No doubt this is our big test. Tonight I’ve started sending love and good vibes to Naseralla: Grace 

for him and all of us. Keep up the good work. Be strong. Love,  

Anat Schen Levy, Israel 

 

We are praying Peace for our entire world . . . beginning at the place where you are standing and 

spreading out over the land and the sea to cover and infuse all existence.  

Paula Teixeira, USA 

 

I am happy to help anyway I can . . . Never cancel and bow to fear and anger. Come and connect 

here!  

Laura Lee Randall, Cyprus 

 

I am reading your blog and it gives me comfort knowing you are OK. Your words are an inspiration 

to those of us who have never had to live with the threat of war at our doorstep.  

Meredith Morris, USA 
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Hi dear! I hope you are well and safe and wonderful. Ava and the Temple Women performed a 

healing ceremony for you during Sunday services. I hope you felt our peaceful and protective energy. You are so 

inspiring with your messages of personal peacefulness and awareness. STAY STRONG, LOVED ONE!  

Sheryl Alexander, California, USA 

 

Much peace, tranquility, patience, tolerance, love and understanding, good health and laughter.  

Jane Abramowitz, Israel 

 

I have forwarded this to my Lebanese colleague in the Cyprus office and my Lebanese friend in 

Dubai. Cyprus is expecting some 100,000 people. Wishing for peace.  

Patricia Radnor, Cyprus 

 

Your experiences and your relationships are so unique. The reporting on your website and blog is so 

meaningful and heartfelt. I can just imagine all the responses you are receiving from around the world. You 

are incredible! I’m so proud to be your mom.  

Selma Kamon, USA 

 

I read your blog online just before I went to work this morning and I tried to send you a comment, 

but I don’t know if you got it.  

Just so you know I greatly enjoyed reading about your life in these peculiar days, though I found it 

very poignant. I imagine part of you must be going a bit nuts with the knowledge of what’s going on and the 

insecurity of it all. So a little note to say good luck and . . . thinking about you. Do take care! Lots of love,  

Richard Martin, Ireland 

 

My thoughts are with you, the people of Israel, Palestine, and Lebanon. We have a lot of evacuees 

here; at least Cyprus can provide help. Continuous light and love is flooding the area. I loved what you said in 

the email, but especially about every viewpoint has a kernel of truth in every perspective. I will repeat that 

phrase often! Thank you.  

Hatzy, Cyprus 

 

We will continue to hold you and yours and your entire area in love.  

Ava Park, USA 
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I’m glad that you are able to remain positive despite what is happening in the Middle East at the 

moment. War is a terrible thing and we ourselves have had our fair share of it in Cyprus. My heart goes out 

to all those whose lives are touched by this terrible situation. There is so much blame and condemnation going 

on that it is heartening to read your emails about positivity, peace and love. Keep up the good work Eliana 

and of course I will forward your emails to other people and groups here. Keep safe. God bless.  

Sue Lartides, Cyprus 

 

We were in Italy when the war broke out and so felt out of the loop except for your e-mail. I 

appreciate your ideas for learning about this and I also wonder what day-to-day life is like for you. Please 

update and stay safe.  

Marilyn Stern, USA 

 

I burn a candle every day that this fight may serve a purpose. That it may bring every thing to the 

light that wants to be transformed on a personal conscious and subconscious level and on a collective conscious 

and subconscious level. That it may serve our souls. Amen! I am with all of you there. In love, light, and 

oneness,  

Irmgard Cottaar, The Netherlands 

 

Be strong. I will be praying for you. The truth will win. With love and prayer, yours ever, 

Zuvzelu Tetseo, India 

 

Been checking your blog daily. Don’t weigh enough to send blood, but I send you lots of skinny-girl 

hugs.  

Diane Moss, USA 

 

Beautiful, beautiful newsletter, beautiful spirit. I’m going to tell everyone . . . See you in body or 

spirit, my friend. And see everyone around you fully and completely released from his or her fears, and 

overflowing with joy, joy, joy. Looking forward to reading your book! Peace and prosperity,  

Paula Langguth Ryan, USA 
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You and your neighbors have been great in my thoughts and prayers. Even this morning I was 

thinking of emailing you. Working for myself, I am blessed with time to meditate and pray through my day. 

You, Israel, Lebanon, and the whole of the war torn world are in my prayers constantly. I lived in the Middle 

East for years during the Sixties and have been to many of the beautiful places that are being ravaged. It 

hurts. I cry for the people.  

I pray for Peace. I pray that what needs to be learned will be learned quickly. I pray for Divine 

Order to be established NOW. I see you and yours safe, wrapped in the arms of God. Amen.  

Toni Stephens Coleman, USA 
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Eliana Gilad is an internationally recognized composer of healing music and founder of the 

Voices of Eden Healing Music and Peace Center in the Galilee, Israel. As an expert in the 

conscious use of voice and rhythm as natural healing instruments, a practice that goes back 

to ancient times, her unique wordless music has been medically researched in the neonatal 

ward of Meir Hospital, where physicians discovered that it lowers blood pressure and heart 

rate. It also increases focus and quality of sleep. 

Gilad is a frequent keynote presenter and performer at healing music, medical, and 

peace conferences throughout the United States, Canada, Israel, Cyprus, and Europe, in 

countries that include Germany, Czechoslovakia, France, England, and the Netherlands. She 

has given concerts at the United Nations in New York, the UNESCO International 

Conference in Nazareth, Israel, and the 2003 Thank Water Conference at the shores of the 

Sea of Galilee, for example, where she presented alongside Dr. Masaru Emoto of What the 

Bleep Do We Know?! fame. Dr. Emoto has photographed a water crystal exposed to the music 

that Gilad composed for the medical research project that demonstrates its harmony. Her 

music has been recognized for providing a peaceful bridge between the Jewish and Arab 

populations of Israel as it bypasses spoken language and speaks to the heart. Her concerts 

and workshops are offered in churches, synagogues, and yoga and spiritual centers wherever 

she goes. 

 At the Voices of Eden Healing Music and Peace Center, Gilad teaches “Sacred 

Healing Music,” a course for individuals and groups based on the five principles of her 
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approach. Diverse groups and organizations also come to the Center to enjoy concerts, 

workshops, team-building retreats, and music meditations. She frequently appears on 

international television and radio programs, and she is the Middle East correspondent for 

Rhythm Web and contributes a blog to Therapy Times. Her essays on healing music and 

peace have appeared in numerous print and online journals. 

 Gilad holds a bachelor’s degree in Near Eastern Studies from the University of 

California, Berkeley, and is fully accredited through a professional studies program in 

Eastern Classical Music from Bar-Ilan University in Tel Aviv, Israel. Her musical 

influences include vocalist Bobby McFerrin, drummer Glen Velez, and sacred music and 

folk masters from the Eastern traditions. Her spiritual influences include Lester 

Levenson, Paramahansa Yogananda, Ramana Maharshi, and Nandu Menon. 

 Quiet in the Eye of the Storm is Gilad’s second book. Her first, Rhythms of the 

Natural Voice Workbook, is a companion to the CD Rhythms of the Natural Voice. She 

has produced four additional albums: Noam; Bible, Beatles & Beyond; Voices of Eden 

Music for Inner Peace; and Voices of Eden Live. 

 To book Eliana Gilad for a concert or appearance, you may contact her by mail: 

Voices of Eden, Moshav Amirim, D. N. Carmiel 20115, Israel; by phone: +972-52-3890131; 

or through the website: www.voicesofeden.com—where you may also sign up for her free 

monthly online newsletter, Inspirational Stories from the Holy Land. 
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